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Abstract
In recent observations with a Fourier transform spectrometer at the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory,
we have detected the highly pressure-broadened (FWHM = 11.2 GHz) J = 1-0 rotational transition of PHs
(phosphine) on Saturn. By modeling the Saturnian atmosphere with a radiative transfer code, we find that
the observed line profile is consistent with a constant PH3 mole fraction of 3.0 _ 1.0 ppm in the upper
troposphere. A best-fit to the depth of the line implies a cutoff at high altitudes, with no PHs present at
pressures _ 100 mbar. The observed line depth, combined with the lack of a detectable emission core, implies
that a cutoff in the PH3 abundance occurs at a pressure between 13 and 140 mbar. We did not detect PH3
in Jupiter, nor any other molecular lines between 195 and 295 GHz (1.54 mm and 1.02 mm, respectively) in
either Jupiter or Saturn.
1. Introduction
Because of the strength of its spectral lines, the PH3 molecule provides a valuable probe of the upper
atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn. PH3 is thermochemically stable at high temperatures (Atreya 1986)
and is thought to he transported to observable levels from the deep atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn by
convection (Ridgeway et al. 1976, Larson et eL 1980). In the upper atmospheres of the Jovian planets, PH3
is then rapidly depleted via photodissociation by solar UV photons (Strobel 1977, Kaye and Strobel 1984,
Atreya 1986). Phosphorous compounds have been proposed as the chromophores in the atmospheres Jupiter
and Saturn (Prinn and Lewis 1975), but Saturn's more subdued coloration relative to Jupiter--despite its
larger PHs abundance (Atreya 1986)--and the lack of PH3 enrichment in Jupiter's Great Red Spot (Kim
and Owen 1983, Drossart et ai. 1990, Griffith et al. 1992) call this assertion into question.
Infrared measurements have already provided estimates of the PH3 abundances in Jupiter and Saturn
(Larson et ai. 1980, Drossart et al. 1982, Kunde et al. 1982, Courtin et al. 1984, Drossart et al. 1990, Noll
and Larson 1990). However, infrared spectra of the giant planets are littered with thousands of overlapping
ro-vibrational transitions, making comparison of infrared measurements with atmospheric models (Courtin
et al. 1984, Noll et al. 1988, Noll et ai. 1989, Noll et al. 1990, Noll and Larson 1990) difficult. Uncertainties in
PH3 line strengths at infrared frequencies also impose significant limitations on the retrieval of mixing ratios
for other species (Noll and Larson 1990). The millimeter and submillimeter spectra of the giant planets, by
comparison, contain relatively few spectral lines, which are consequently well separated. Because there is
little confusion between the pure rotational lines at millimeter/submillimeter wavelengths, mixing ratios can
be retrieved with relative ease. Far-infrared observations can detect energetic rotational transitions (Haas
et al. 1985, 1986), but measurements at these wavelengths have thus far attained only low signal-to-noise
ratios, limiting their utility.
The millimeter and submillimeter continua of the giant planets are produced by the far wings of NH3
inversion lines (Poynter and Kakar 1975), the fundamental NH3 J = 1-0 rotational transition at 572 GHz
and its first few overtones, and transitions of collisionally induced dipoles in molecular hydrogen (Goodman
1969, Berge and Gulkis 1976). Various minor species, including CO, HCN, NH3, and PHs, also have
millimeter/submillimeter rotational transitions (Lellouch et al. 1984, B_zard et al. 1986). The high pressures
found in the thick atmospheres of the Jovian planets result in substantial collisional broadening of spectral
lines, producing for each species a Lorentzian lineshape centered at the transition frequency u0 and given by
the functional form
S a
I(u) = x"(u - u0) 2 + a 2
(Townes and Schawlow 1975, pp. 338-339), where a is the half-width at half maximum intensity [HWHM]
and S is the line strength. In the Jovian planets, the full-width at half maximum [FWHM] of collisionally
broadened lines should reach several to -_ 10 GHz. In order to detect these highly pressure-broadened lines,
a spectrometer with wide frequency coverage is necessary. Heterodyne receivers and bolometers are the
most commonly used detectors for millimeter and submillimeter observations. Heterodyne receivers provide
very high spectral resolution, but only small bandpasses (typically _< 1 GHz), making them ill-suited to
planetary continuum and pressure-broadened line observations. On the other hand, the filters typically used
in conjunction with bolometer continuum observations (Hildebrand et al. 1985, Orton et al. 1986) have
bandpasses which are much broader than planetary spectral lines, sharply limiting their utility in planetary
spectroscopy. A moderate resolution spectrometer, which combines a large bandpass with a resolution
intermediate to the two cases above, is therefore required.
2. The Instrument
In order to study the millimeter and submillimeter spectra of the giant planets at moderate resolution,
we have built a rapid-scan Fourier transform spectrometer [FTS] for use at the Caltech Submillimeter
Observatory [CSO]. The CSO is located on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, at an altitude of 13,200 feet above sea
level. At this altitude, the observatory is above most of the water contained in the Earth's atmosphere, so
observations at submillimeter wavelengths are possible in a number of atmospheric windows between 150 and
1000 GHz (2.0 and 0.3 ram, respectively). Figure 1 shows a model of the zenith atmospheric transmission
at the CSO for 1 mm precipitable H20, a typical quantity under good observing conditions.
The FTS, an earlier version of which is described in Serabyn et ai. (1991), is mounted at the Cassegrain
focus of the 10.4 m CSO telescope. Fourier transform spectrometers (e.g., Connes 1961, Vanasse and Sakai
1967, Schnopper and Thompson 1974, Oepts 1976, Branlt 1985) function by splitting incident radiation into
two beams, allowing each beam to reflect off a separate mirror, and then recombining the reflected beams.
By smoothly translating one mirror of the FTS, the optical path difference [OPD] between the beams is
varied continuously, producing an interferogram which is the Fourier transform of the incident radiation's
spectrum. The spectral resolution is determined by the maximum OPD of the interferometer, which gives
205 MHz for the 44 cm travel of our instrument.
Fourier transform spectrometers do not require cryogenic cooling, so our instrument is operated at
ambient temperature. Only the detector (in these observations, the CSO facility holometer) need be cooled.
Inside the bolometer's cryogenic dewar, the incident radiation in the field of view is concentrated by a
Winston cone (Welford and Winston 1989) into an integrating cavity, where it is detected by a liquid SHe-
cooled Si holometer with noise equivalent power of ~ 10-14 W Hz -1/2. For these observations, we used a
Winston cone with a 30 '1 field of view.
The spectrometer's bandpass is fixed by a liquid helium cooled metal-mesh filter (Whitcomb and Keene
1980, Holah 1982) in the bolometer dewar. For our observations, we used a low-pass filter with a 10% high-
frequency cutoff of ~ 340 GHz. The low-frequency cutoff near 180 GHz was introduced by the waveguide-like
cutoff of the Winston cone concentrator. A plot of the interferometer's responsivity at two spectral resolutions
is shown by the solid lines in Figure 2. After several tests, it was determined that the ..- 6 GHz ripple evident
at high spectral resolution arises from reflective standing waves in the Winston cone. Fortunately, because
our instrument has a nearly linear response, the ripple can approximately be divided out of planetary spectra.
3. Observations
Observing Saturn with the FTS and the broadband filter shown in Figure 2 on December 7, 1992 (UT),
we detected a very broad (~ 10 GHz) and deep (~ 30%) absorption feature which we identified as the first
rotational transition of PH3 at 266.945 GHz. Before our next observing run, we acquired a new 16 bit A/D,
improved the instrument's optical alignment, and removed several sources of electrical interference. As a
result, we were able to reduce systematic noise and greatly improve the data quality. Observations on July
11, 1993 confirmed the December detection (in fact, the depth and width of the two observations were the
same to within experimental uncertainty) and provided the spectra we present here. The sub-Earth latitude
on Saturn was 13.10 on July 11, resulting in an observing geometry illustrated in the inset to Figure 3a. The
average zenith optical depth through the Earth's atmosphere at 225 GHz (as measured by an on-site water
vapor radiometer) was r = 0.12 for the Saturn observations and, a few hours later, r = 0.19 for observations
of Venus (our calibration source). Although we also observed Jupiter, we saw no evidence for a 267 GHz PHs
line with absorption greater than .,- 5%--the smallest detectable limit set by our noise and systematics on
Jupiter. In the case of :Jupiter, the limiting factor was the reflective standing waves present in the Winston
cone (Figure 2).
In order to allow removal of instrumental and beam effects from our data, we observed Venus over
the same alrmass range as Saturn. Fortunately, on July II, the angular diameter of Venus (17.611) almost
perfectly matched that of Saturn (18.3 IIx 16.4 '1, for a geometric mean of 17.4'1). This advantageous match
in size allowed a direct division of the Saturn spectrum by that of Venus, obviating the need for detailed
beam coupling measurements and calculations. Unfortunatdy, because of Jupiter's large size, beam coupling
could not be removed from its spectrum in this manner.
4. Data Reduction
In the millimeter/submillimeter portion of the spectrum, the Earth's atmosphere emits strongly at
frequencies corresponding to a number of HjO, O2, Os, and OlSO transitions (Waters 1974). In addition,
the wings of the many far infrared HaO lines produce an emission continuum (see Figure 1). In order to
subtract this emission from our planetary spectra, we make use of the standard (On - Off) + (Hot - Off)
procedure (Penzias and Burrus 1973). To implement this technqiue, each pair of FTS scans (one scan in
each direction of mirror motion) "on" the source is followed by a pair of scans "oi_ the source, on empty sky.
Our "off" scans were taken offset 36011 in azimuth, far enough away so that the telescope beam was entirely
off each planet, but still close enough to provide a sky measurement at similar atmospheric opacity. Since
on-source observations suffer from atmospheric attenuation, an additional measurement is taken of a "hot,"
i.e. ambient temperature, blackbody (in our case, a small sheet of Eccosorb) placed over the spectrometer's
collecting mirror to provide an unattenuated blackbody spectrum.
In order to obtain planetary spectra from the individual "on," "off," and "hot" scans, we made use of the
following equations of radiative transfer (derived in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit, where it is assumed that the
Planck function is well-approximated by B oc T; at these frequencies, this introduces an error no larger than
2%). In this approximation, the Earth's atmosphere is treated as an absorber/emitter with optical depth r.
The opacity of the Earth's atmosphere attenuates flux from astronomical sources by a factor e -r , producing
a transmitted brightness temperature Tplle -r for a source with disk-averaged brightness temperature Tpti.
In addition to attenuating the source flux, the Earth's atmosphere also emits. By Kirchhoff's Law, if the
atmosphere were in equilibrium at temperature Tsky, it would emit radiation in order to exactly balance the
radiation it absorbed, giving an atmospheric radiation temperature of Tat m = Tsky(1 -- e-r). In practice, a
sky efficiency r},ky must be inserted appropriately to account for the telescope's hot spillover (that fraction
of the beam intercepted by ambient temperature surfaces---such as the feedlegs). In addition, because
the telescope's beam becomes less responsive away from the pointing center, a frequency-dependent beam
coupling efficiency ZIcmodifies the Tp]_ term (Ulich and Haas 1976, Kutner and Ulich 1981, Kutner et al.
1984). Finally, a temperature Tport s must be subtracted to account for emission entering the interferometer
from its second input port (Brault 1985) which, for our instrument, is reflected back to the detector. The
equations describing our observations are therefore
Von = G[1}c_,kyTplae -T + T}.kyTsky(1 -- e-T) + (1 -- r},ky)Thot -- Tport 2]
Voff -" G[_,kyTsky(l -- e -T) "}-(1 -- _sky)Thot -- Tport 3]
Vhot = G[Thot - Tport 2],
(1)
(2)
(3)
where V is the detected voltage, G is the instrumental gain, and all other terms are as defined above. Taking
[(1)-(2)] + [(3)-(2)1 and rearran_ng gives
[ - [ l + eTf Th°tn Tp,.- tVho -p-oo - 1)] • (4)
If we now take Thor _ Tsky, this simplifies to
,7oTp .= -- T.k,, (5)
so inserting the measured value of 273 K for T, ky then gives _/cTpl_.
The quantity obtained with the aid of (5) above, T/cTpll, is the measured antenna temperature corrected
for atmospheric extinction and hot spillover. This quantity is conventionally denoted _ (Kutner and Ulich
1981). Since Tpla -- _A/IIe, _A differs from the disk-averaged brightness temperature by the multiplicative
factor _c -1, so the beam coupling would normally have to be determined and removed. However, because
the angular sizes of Venus and Saturn were so well matched during our observations, we were able to bypass
the complications of beam coupling by simply dividing the two planetary spectra by each other, cancelling
out the coupling efficiency in the process (this procedure works best if the Earth's atmospheric opacity is
unchanged between the two planetary observations). An additional advantage of the division is its elimination
of residual optical standing waves remaining in the spectra.
This division process does not account for Saturn's rings. It also ignores differences between telescope
coupling to the projected ellipse of Saturn's disk and the projected circle of Venus's. However, we expect
the effects of Saturn's rings and oblateness to be rather small (._ 10% and < 1%, respectively) and therefore
that the division provides a successful calibration to better than the 10% level. After division, the resultant
spectrum was scaled to an absolute brightness temperature scale using a linear fit to published continuum
brightness temperatures for Venus (see Table I) at 150, 230, and 300 GHz by Ulich (1981), Clancy and
Muhleman (1991), and Werner et al. (1978).
The reduced spectra for Saturn, Venus, and Jupiter, in the standard units of _A (equation 5), are shown
in Figure 3. A residual ripple due to the multiple reflections in the Winston cone is present in all three
spectra,but the267GHzPH3linein Saturnstandsoutprominently.The230GHzCOlineisalsoreadily
apparentonVenus,ascanbeseenin the insetto Figure3bshowingtheVenus/Saturnratiospectrum.
Observationsof CO in Venuswill bediscussedin a futurepublication.Theinstrumentaluncertaintyin
frequencywasestimatedby fitting thenarrowCOline in Venus.A fit to this lineusinganexponential
lineshapeandlinearbaselineyieldedacentralfrequencyof 230.543GHz,comparedto theactualfrequency
(in theabsenceof Dopplershift)of 230.538GHz(Pickettet al. 1992). The surprisingly good agreement of 5
MHz is only 2% of a resolution element, demonstrating that instrumental frequency uncertainty is negligible.
Dividing the Saturn spectrum by that of Venus, and normalizing as discussed above, yields the final
brightness temperature spectrum shown in Figure 4 (in which the region near the narrow Venusian CO line
has been blanked). As can be seen in Figure 4, the division was successful in eliminating most of the residual
instrumental ripple. Of other expected lines in Saturn (B_zard ctal. 1986), the 216 GHz H2S line is not
apparent, nor is the 230 GHz CO line (Figure 3a) or the 266 GHz HCN line. Because of Jupiter's large size,
beam coupling and instrumental ripples could not be removed using Venus as a calibrator. No spectral lines
at all are evident in the the uncalibrated Jupiter spectrum.
4.1. Saturn Continuum Brightness Temperature
We first compare our derived Saturn continuum brightness temperatures to previously published mea-
surements. In spite of the variations introduced by a ring geometry which differs among the published
observations, the agreement of our derived continuum level with previous broad-band measurements is quite
good. Fitting a linear slope to the continuum, we obtain a Saturnian brightness temperature of 139 K at 195
GHz (1.5 mm) and 148 K at 295 GHz (1.0 mm), consistent with the 137 -1- 11 K Saturnian system brightness
temperature reported by Ulich (1981) at 150 GHz and the 145 -t- 7 K temperature quoted by Werner ct
al. (1978) at 300 GHz, but slightly larger than the 134.2 -I- 3.2 K temperature given by Hildebrand etal.
(1985) at 310 GHz. A summary of published brightness temperature measurements of the Saturnian system,
including older values, is given in Table II.
There are a number of factors which could influence the continuum level and slope of our Saturn
spectrum. The first, as already discussed, is the uncertainty present in the brightness temperature of Venus,
the calibration source. In particular, the brightness temperature of Venus at 150 GHz (Ulich 1981) has an
appreciable uncertainty and could potentially skew the slope used to convert the flux scale of Saturn to
brightness temperature units. Secondly, the continuum level and slope are affected by the contribution of
ring emission, which itself has a slight (but poorly determined) slope (Muhleman and Berge 1982). A third
factor is the approximation of equation (4) by (5), combined with a possibly small difference between Tsky
and Thor. Finally, at this early stage of our instrumental development, we cannot rule out slight instrumental
or weather-related effects. In light of these uncertainties, we adopt 144 K--the average measured continuum
temperature--as our best estimate of Saturn's brightness temperature (including ring contributions) in the
195 to 295 GHz frequency range.
_._. Saturn PHs Line Parameters
Since Doppler broadening is negligible (making consideration of a Voigt profile unnecessary), we first
fit a Lorentzian lineshape with a linear baseline to the PH3 line (Figure 4) using a nonlinear least squares
algorithm. We fit the spectrum (1) allowing all parameters (line center, width, and depth; continuum average
and slope) to vary, and (2) with the line center fixed at the PH3 transition frequency (dashed curve in Figure
4). The two fits both gave a FWHM of 11.2 GHz, a line center depth of 48 K (_ 34% of the continuum,
giving a brightness temperature at line center of _ 98 K), and an integrated area of 840 K GHy.. When the
line center frequency was allowed to vary, the solution converged to v0 = 267.5 GHz. Because of the small
resultant frequency offset from the true line center (< 5% of the line's FWHM and < 3 resolution elements)
and accompanying agreement to better than 1% in both FWHM and depth between the two trials, the
derived line parameters appear to be quite reliable.
5. Saturn Modeling
In order to determine the PH3 mole fraction indicated by our data, we used a radiative transfer code
to generate model spectra for various PH3 mole fractions and cutoff pressures. The model, a modification
of the code described in Grossman et ai. (1989) and Grossman (1990), is discussed in some detail in the
Appendix. In this model, ring absorption and emission are included to generate a disk averaged brightness
temperature for Saturn and its rings. The disk averaged continuum brightness temperature predicted by
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thisSaturn model is 137 K at 200 GHz, falling slightly to 136 K at 295 GHz. These model temperatures are
reasonably close to the measured -_ 144 K temperature, although the continuum slope of the model (which
is rather sensitive to the assumed frequency dependence of the ring brightness temperatures) is appreciably
smaller than that measured. In addition to agreeing well with our observations, the model is also consistent
with the predictions of other published Saturn models. In fact, when we suppress disk averaging and ring
contributions to our model, we obtain brightness temperatures within several K of those predicted by the
model of Lellouch et al. (1984) at our frequencies.
Potential uncertainties in our Saturn whole disk brightness temperature model include the assumed NH3
mixing ratio, uncertainties in the pressure-temperature profile, and inaccuracies inherent in ring modeling.
Because NH3 is the primary opacity source in the continuum of Saturn near 200 GHz, the NH3 distribution
determines the continuum level. However, since tropospheric NH3 is assumed to follow a saturation law down
to the base of the NH3 cloud, and because the atmospheric optical depth at frequencies between 195 and
295 GHz exceeds unity while still in the saturation region of NHs (Grossman 1990), varying the NH3 mole
fraction has a negligible effect on the model continuum brightness temperature. Similarly, despite variations
in the atmospheric pressure-temperature profile of up to 10 K with latitude (Prinn et al. 1984, Lindal et
al. 1985), the model brightness temperature is almost independent of the particular profile chosen. The
explanation lies once again in the NHs saturation law, which allows the NHs cloud to move in altitude in
response to a temperature offset to a new pressure which corresponds to the original temperature (Grossman
1990). Unlike the NHs mixing ratio and pressure-temperature profile, the nature of the model used to
characterize emission and absorption by the rings is capable of producing appreciable (_ 10%) differences
in whole disk model brightness temperatures. Fortunately, the simple ring model discussed in the Appendix
appears to match our observations adequately.
5.1. HCN
Our whole disk models excluded the contribution from the HCN rotational transition at 265.886 GHz,
near the PHs line center. Instead, because any HCN present in the stratosphere will appear in emission
against the wings of the tropospheric PHs, we used the lack of an HCN emission core in our spectrum to
investigate an upper limit for the HCN mole fraction on Saturn. Figure 5 shows Saturn models generated
assuming constant stratospheric HCN mole fractions (and no cutoff) of 2 ppb and 4 ppb. Because HCN
has not yet been detected in Saturn, we used a simple constant mixing ratio model rather than the more
detailed saturation law model of B_zard et 61. (1986).
Considering the root-mean-square noise in Figure 4, we should have detected the HCN line if it had
a resolution-convolved central height > 3_r _ 10.5 K, corresponding to a mole fraction of 4 ppb (Figure
5). Therefore, the lack of an emission core in our data places an upper limit of ~ 4 pph on the HCN mole
fraction in the stratosphere Saturn. This limit is smaller than the 8 pph upper limit determined by Tokunagn
et al. (1981). For such a small mole fraction, the modeled width of the HCN line is much narrower than
that of PHs. In fact, at 300 MHz from the HCN line center, the contribution from 4 ppb of HCN to the
observed spectrum should already be negligible. Furthermore, the HCN abundance in the upper troposphere
at pressures < 0.8 bar is limited by saturation and consequently is expected to be significantly smaller than
4 ppb (B_zard et al. 1986). Since the contribution from HCN should not appreciably affect the width of the
very deep and wide PH3 line, we disregarded HCN in subsequent modeling of the PHs line.
5._. PH.q C, to_
We concentrate now on the distribution of PHs in the Saturnian atmosphere. Because PHs is destroyed
by UV photolysis in the upper atmosphere, there is reason to believe that there exists some altitude above
which all PHs is effectively destroyed. We call the pressure corresponding to this altitude the PHs cutoff
pressure, pc, and assume PHs is present only at pressures p > pc. Since Saturn's atmosphere has a temper-
ature inversion at -_ 60 mbar, any PHs present at pressures less than 60 mbar would be seen as an emission
spike at line center (superimposed on PHs absorption in the wings). No such emission core is observed in our
data, so comparison with models generated for various cutoff pressures (Figure 6) indicates that, in order
for the emission spike not to have been detectable (_< 3_r), Pc _ 13 mbar. This result is consistent with the
UV observations of Winkeistein et al. (1983), which imply an absence of PHs above the 25 mbar level.
5.3. PHs Mole Fraction
Finally, we discuss the actual pressure-broadened lineshape of PHs. The high PHs absorption coefficient
near line center makes Saturn's atmosphere highly opaque, so brightness temperature measurements near
line center probe the atmosphere at pressures only slightly greater than the true cutoff pressure (note that
the value for Pc given above is a lower limit only). In the troposphere, the depth of the absorption becomes
smaller as pc (and the corresponding temperature) is increased. The observed central line depth is therefore
a good indicator of the atmospheric cutoff level. Models with PHs cutoff pressures in the range 50-400 mbar
were investigated (Figure 7). A cutoff pressure of 100 mbar was found to reproduce the observed line depth
most accurately but, allowing for uncertainties in the data, models with pc up to 140 mbar are capable of
reproducing the observed line depth. For larger Pc, the predicted line depths are too small to agree with our
measurements. Combining with the results of Section 5.2, we thus find 13 mbar < Pc < 140 mbar.
Using our best value of pc - 100 mbar, we ran models for a suite of PHa mole fractions, each assumed
to be constant at pressures p > pc. PH3 is expected to undergo rapid depletion with altitude, resulting
in a depletion scale height of ~ 3.5 km for an eddy diffusion coefficient of K ~ 104 cm2s -1 (Kaye and
Strobel 1984). Since the depletion scale height is small compared to the pressure scale height of ~ 40 km,
the simplest PHs model, consisting of a constant mixing ratio below the cutoff pressure (.-. pressure of
peak photodissociation), is expected to provide an adequate fit to our observations. In light of the slight
continuum slope difference betwen our nominal model and observations, we removed linear baselines from
the disk average brightness temperatures generated by our model and reinserted baselines matching the
measured Saturn spectrum.
As revealed by Figure 8, which shows model curves for three PH3 mole fractions superimposed on the
Saturn spectrum, the observed linewidth is quite sensitive to the abundance of PH3 because of opacity in
the line wings. The observed PH3 linewidth therefore provides a robust indicator of PHa mole fraction.
By performing chi-squared tests of the fits, we obtained a best-fit PHa mole fraction of 3.0 ppm (see Table
llI). Based on the sensitivity of the fit to the model mole fraction, we estimate the uncertainty in our PH3
determination to be ~ 4-1.0 ppm.
5.4. PHa Temperature Broadening Ezponent
Because the temperature line-broadening exponent for the 267 GHz PHs transition has not been mea-
sured in the laboratory, our models assumed the same exponent as for NHa (Berge and Gulkis 1976), n - 0.67,
where n is defined by A_ oc (To T) n, Av is the line width, and To is a reference temperature. We also in-
vestigated models using values of n ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 because n = 0.5 corresponds to "hard" collisions
(Townes and Schawlow 1975, p. 368), and experimental temperature exponents for microwave transitions
of molecules possessing typical intermohcular forces commonly lie in the range 0.7-1.0 (Waters 1974). The
change in linewidth obtained by varying n in our model yielded PH3 mixing ratio retrievals which differed
from our nominal 3.0 ppm by 4- 0.3 ppm, much less than our estimated uncertainty of 4- 1.0 ppm (see Table
IV) and negligible when combined with it in quadrature. Therefore, our determination of the Pits mole
fraction in Saturn is rather insensitive to the precise numerical value of n.
5.5. Weighting Functions
With a PHa mole fraction of 3.0 ppm, the pressures at which PH3 absorption occurs are illustrated in
the weighting function plots shown in Figure 9. In the continuum (Au = 10or; Figure 9a), almost all emission
comes from NH3 inversion line wings at a pressure of ,,. 1.4 bar. Near the PHa line center, on the other
hand, the line originates from higher up, as a result of the large PH.q opacity. Very close to line center at
Av = 0.5_ (Figure 9d), the weighting function peaks at roughly 150 mbar, but at one half width away from
line center at Au = a (Figure 9c), we see to several hundred mbar. At Au = 1.5c_ (Figure 9b), the PH.q
weighting function is decreasing in strengh and moving downward, so the contribution from NH3 dominates
the weighting function (although PH3 contributes down to -_ 1 bar). The predominant contributions to PHs
opacity therefore arise from pressures of ,_ 100-1000 mbar, varying across the line profile. Because all these
contributions to Saturn's opacity arise above the cloud decks (which form at pressures > 1.4 bar), we need
not consider the effects of clouds.
6. Jupiter Modeling
Because of Jupiter's large size (35.2" x 33.0") during our July observations, beam coupling effects could
not be removed solely using Venus as a calibrator. Since both Jupiter and the Moon filled our 30" field of view,
we attempted to use the Moon as a calibration source. Unfortunately, this technique did not satisfactorily
remove the instrumental ripple. A better characterization of the beam coupling, to be undertaken in future
observations, is therefore needed before we are able to convert the Jupiter spectrum shown in Figure 3c from
T_ units to absolute brightness temperatures.
Despite this shortcoming, it is still possible to place a rough upper limit on the PHa mole fraction in
Jupiter. The measured continuum brightness temperature of Jupiter at relevant millimeter wavelengths is
given by various authors as 158 4- 10 K (Courtin ef al. 1977) and 166-175 K (Joiner ef al. 1992) at 214-215
GHz, and 165 q- 8 K (Ulich et al. 1984) and 169o197 K (Joiner et al. 1992) at 227-230 GHz. [A tabular
summary of Jupiter millimeter wave observations is presented in Joiner and Steffes (1990).] Assuming that
a PH3 absorption line could be detected if it had depth roughly half the size of the peak-to-peak ripple
amplitude in Figure 3c, scaling Figure 3c to the temperature of Ulich ef al. (1984) then implies a brightness
temperature limit of 15 K for the PH_ line in Jupiter.
To estimate the phosphine abundance required to produce such a line depth, we modeled Jupiter's
atmosphere in a similar manner to that discussed for Saturn. We assumed a constant PH3 mixing ratio with
no photochemical cutoff, used H2, He, and CH4 mole fractions of 0.895, 0.102, and 0.003, respectively, and
assumed a sub-cloud NH3 mole fraction of 2.6x 10 -4. These values were obtained by rescaling the least-
squares fits from various observations given by Fegley (1992) to obtain a sum of unity. Our models indicated
that a PHa mole fraction of 0.5 ppm would yield a line depth of -_ 15 K and a FWHM of ,_ 1.6 GHz. The
absence of a PH3 line in our observations therefore implies an upper limit for PH3 in Jupiter of .,, 0.5 ppm
(assuming a constant mixing ratio). This upper limit is consistent with the observed PH3 mixing ratios
of 0.09-0.18 ppm (__ 560 mbar), 0.35 ppm (500 mbar)' and 0.30 ppm (600 mbar) determined from 10 pm
infrared spectroscopy by Tokunaga ef al. (1979), Kunde et al. (1982), and GrifSth ef al. (1992). The slightly
higher mole fraction of 0.54 ppm reported by Larson ef al. (1977) is derived from 5 pm spectroscopy, and
therefore corresponds to deeper atmospheric levels than those sensed by millimeter observations. Because
our rough PH3 estimate is greatly limited by presence of ripples in our data, it remains possible that reducing
the size of the instrumental ripple would allow detection PH3 in Jupiter in future observations.
7. Interpretation
A summary ofSaturnian PHs abundances inferredby variousobserversisgiveninTable V. Most infrared
observationsof Saturn priorto 1984 were at wavelengths of3 and 10 pro. These observationssampled the
Saturnian atmosphere at pressuresof P _-,400-700 mbar and obtained PH3 abundances between 0.8 and 2.0
ppm (summarized in Prinn ef al.1984). However, measurements by Bdzard ef al.(1987) at 5 #m--a more
transparentregionofthe spectrum--suggested thatthe PHs concentrationwas significantlyhigheratthe ,-,4
bar level.Similarly,Noll and Lmmon (1990) reporteda best fitto 3 and 10 pm infraredobservations--taking
intoaccount evidence forhigher abundances at the pressuressampled by 5 pm measurements--with a PH3
mole fractionof I ppm for 78 mbar ,_p < 400 mbar and 7+a-2 ppm for p _ 400 mbar (where the transition
pressureisthat of the upper cloud in theirtwo-cloud model). However, the model of Noll and Larson was
not optimized for the upper troposphere (i.e.,that portion of the atmosphere above the base of the NH_q
clouds at pressures_ 1.4 bar).
Infrared observationssufferfrom a lack ofprominent PH3 features,making itdifficulto isolatePH3
emission from that due to other continuum sources.An exception isthe 1972 cm -I Q-branch observed at
5 pm in Saturn by Bdzard et ,,I.(1987). Comparison with the laboratorymeasurements of Tmrrago el _I.
(1992) allowedthese authors to derivea PH3 mole fractionof_ 5 ppm in the deep Saturnian atmosphere.
However, the analysisof 5 #m observationsof Saturn iscomplicated by theirsensitivityto reflectedsolar
fluxfrom a few hundred millibarsin addition to thermal radiationfrom severalbars. Noll and Larson used
micro-windows inthe 2000-2160 cm -I regionto determine the 7 ppm lower troposphericPH8 mole fraction
fortheirmodel. Although NoN and Lmmon were able tofitportionsoftheirspectrum (which containsnearly
2000 PHa lines)quite well,they had difficultymatching the entirespectrum, possibly as a resultof the
discontinuousverticalmole fractionprofilethey used. Finally,infraredabundance inversionsare sensitiveto
assumptions about cloud heightsand structure.All thesefactorsconspireto make an unambiguous estimate
of the true PHs mixing ratiofrom infraredmeasurements very difficult,although these measurements do
give convincing evidence for a drop inPH3 abundace with increasingaltitude.
Millimetermeasurements avoid the complicationsinherentin infraredwork because they are sensitive
only to thermal emission from the upper troposphere (pressures< 1.4bax;see Figure 9) and are unaffected
by reflectedsolarflux (which isnegligibleat millimeterwavelengths). The presumed _upper cloud" at 400
mbar (Tomasko el al. 1984) can also be ignored since its opacity is negi;gible at wavelengths longer than
infrared. The constant PH3 mole fraction of 3.0 4- 1.0 ppm which we derive is intermediate to the 3/10/_m
and 5 pm-derived values discussed above. However, this is not due to our sampling of pressures intermediate
to the two IR bands, since the central portion of the 267 GHz PH3 line arises from higher in the atmosphere
than do the IR lines. As a result, our measurements imply a PHa mole fraction in the upper troposphere of
Saturn which is considerably larger than the previously published values.
In order to make a more direct comparison of our observations with the two-step PHa abundance profile
derived by Noll and Larson (1990), we also ran atmospheric models using the profile suggested by these
authors. We found that a mole fraction of 1 ppm for 78 mbar < p < 400 mbar and 7 ppm for p > 400
mbar resulted in a PHa line width somewhat too narrow and a line depth too small to be consistent with
our observations (Figure 10), as confirmed by a chi-squared test (see Table III). However, the difference
from our best one-step model is not large. It should in principle be possible to model the PHs line with
various abundance profiles and to use chi-squared testing to determine the profile matching our observations
most closely. For example, we could use more complicated exponential profiles such as those adopted by
Tokunaga et al. (1979), Tokunaga et al. (1980), Haas et al. (1985), or Griffith et al. (1992). Unfortunately,
although the central portion of the observed PHs absorption line can be fit fairly cleanly, the remnant ripple
evident in Figure 4 would make it difficult to distinguish small differences in the wing lineshape, implying
that our data do not yet warrant a parameterization beyond the first-order one-step approximation. The
simple one-step PHa model we use is already consistent with a convective origin for tropospheric PHs in
Saturn, since convection should result in a well-mixed, nearly constant tropospheric PHs mixing ratio up
to the level at which PHs is most effectively destroyed by photodissociation, making it adequate for our
analysis. Further improvements in the spectrometer, as well as a measurement of the J = 3-2 line near 800
GHz, should eventually provide data of sufficiently high quality to warrant more detailed modeling.
Finally, we address the question of time dependence. The "Great White Spot" equatorial atmospheric
disturbance that occurred in Saturn in late September of 1990 (Westphal et al. 1992) may have resulted in an
increase in the transport of PHs to the atmospheric levels at which we observed it. Because we have no data
prior to December 1992, we are unable to compare observations before and after the event in order to address
this possibility. However, no change occurred in the millimeter spectrum of Saturn between December 1992
and July 1993.
8. Coaclusions
The non-detection of a narrow stratospheric emission core at the line center of the J = 1-0 PHs rotational
transition in Saturn provides a lower limit on the PHs cutoff pressure in Saturn's stratosphere of at least 13
mbar, consistent with a low stratospheric PHs mixing ratio. The depth of the absorption line also places an
upper limit of 140 mbar on the PHs cutoff pressure, with 100 mbar providing the best fit to our observations.
By comparing the width of the observed PHs transition in Saturn with that modeled for various abundances,
we obtain an estimate of the Saturnian PHs mole fraction of 3.0 4- 1.0 ppm in the pressure range from _- 1 bar
to 100 mbar (assuming a constant mole fraction at pressures greater than the _, 100 mbar cutoff pressure).
This abundance represents an enrichment of more than 5 times the solar value of (P/H)® = 2.7 x 10-7
(Anders and Grevesse 1989) and is larger than the Saturnian PHs abundance derived from previous infrared
measurements at these pressures. Our observations of Jupiter indicate that the PHs abundance is depleted
by at least a factor of 7 over that in Saturn. While this depletion might be partially explained by Jupiter's
greater gas retention during its formation, it seems likely that other factors, such as the convective transport
rate from the deep atmosphere, may play a role.
Our ability to probe the PHs mixing ratio as a function of altitude is currently limited both by the fact
that we have thus far observed only the fundamental J - 1-0 transition, and by systematic instrumental
effects. It should be possible to refine our measurements in the near future by observing the J - 3.2
rotational lines of PHs near 800 GHz, and by making further improvements to the FTS. We also plan to
apply more robust calibration techniques involving full beam coupling measurements to allow more accurate
determinations of brightness temperatures.
Moderate resolution FTS observations of the planets in the millimeter/submillimeter region show great
potential for furthering our understanding of molecular abundances and distributions in planetary atmo-
spheres. In particular, as we explore higher frequencies, we hope to detect and model other species (such as
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CO, HCN, NHs, and H2S) in the atmospheres of the Jovian planets. FTS observations in this portion of the
spectrum can also measure planetary continuum temperatures over much wider bandpasses than previously
possible. The results presented in this paper are therefore only the first of what we anticipate to be many
interesting new results in wide-band millimeter/submillimeter planetary spectroscopy.
Appendix: Radiative 2Yansfer Model
The radiative transfer model used to calculate the synthetic spectra presented in this paper is based on
the code of Grossman et al. (1989) and Grossman (1990), which in turn is a synthesis of the classic review
paper of Berge and Gulkis (1976) and previous modeling work by Atreya and Eomani (1985) and de Pater
and Massie (1985). At pressures smaller than 1.4 bar on Saturn, the model uses the pressure-temperature
profile derived by Lindal et al. (1985) and Lindal (1992) from the Voyager 2 ingress radio occultation. In order
to ensure that the opacity remains reasonably small in each layer, the pressure-temperature profile of Lindal
is interpolated to smaller logarithmically spaced layers. Temperature is then adiabatically extrapolated
downward to pressures of several bars (Figure 11). A wet adiabat is used for the extrapolation (Atreya and
Romani 1985). At present, the "frozen" value for the heat capacity of hydrogen (Massie and Hunten 1982)
is adopted.
The opacity sources included in the model are emission from H2 dipoles induced by H2-He and H2-H2
collisions, NH3 inversiQn lines, the three NH3 rotational lines at 572.4, 1168.5, and 1215.2 GHz, and the 11
PHs rotational lines with frequencies less than 1200 GHz and integrated intensities at 300 K greater than
10 -_' nm2MHz. In addition, the 21 HCN lines with frequencies less than 1250 GHz and the 11 CO lines
with frequencies less than 1300 GHz are included in the code. However, because our measurements did
not detect CO or HCN, and because the mole fractions of these species in Saturn are not well known, CO
and HCN were not included in the models which we compared to our observed spectra. The frequencies,
line strengths, and energies for NH3, PHs, HCN, and CO lines were taken from Pickett et al. (1992). Mole
fractions of H2, He and CH4 in Saturn were taken to be 96.30%, 3.25%, and 0.45%. These represent the best
values obtained by Voyager IRIS measurements (Conrath et al. 1984, Courtin et al. 1984). NHs is assumed
to follow a saturation law above the NH3 cloud, and the unsaturated mole fraction of NH3 is taken as the
solar value of 1.7x10 -4 (Atreya 1986).
The opacity contributed by spontaneous dipole formation induced by the collisions of H2-He and H2-H_
is psrameterized using the formalism of Goodman (1969), discussed in Berge and Gulkis (1976). Goodman's
equation extrapolates the values computed by Trafton (1965) and gives opacity as a function of temperature
and H_ and He partial pressures. The 119 NHs inversion lines with wavelengths longer than 1.3 cm (Poynter
and Kakar 1975, Pickett et al. 1992) are summed over using a Van Vleck-Weisskopf lineshape (Townes
and Schachlow 1975). A Ben Reuven (Waters 1974) lineshape has been found to best-fit observations at
frequencies less than 30 GHz, but the Van Vleck-Weisskopf line shape appears to provide a better fit at higher
frequencies (Berge and Gulkis 1976, de Pater and Massie 1985). Recent measurements, however, indicate
that both the Van Vleck-Weisskopf and Ben Reuven lineshapes may provide an inadequate description of
observations at centimeter and shorter wavelengths (Spilker 1993). Unfortunately, a new NH3 lineshape
formalism developed by Spilker is currently applicable only to frequencies less than ~ 50 GHz (T. R. Spilker,
pets. comm.). An alternate formalism, not used here, has been developed by Joiner and Steffes (1990).
The NHs rotational lines are assumed to have a Van Vleck-Weisskopf lineshape. The relevant functional
form for each of these lines is taken from de Pater and Massie (1985). The rotational lines of all other
species are modeled with a Lorentzian lineshape. The pressure broadening coefficients for the 266.945 GHz
rotational transition of PH3 in He and H2 are taken from the room temperature laboratory measurements
of Pickett et al. (1981). Because the temperature broadening exponent for this transition has not been
measured, we used Pickett et al.'s measurements at 25 ° C and investigated exponents in the range 0.5-1.0
(see Section 5.4).
To compute whole disk models, the projection of a spheroidal Saturn to yield an elliptical "disk" is
performed, and each grid point lying in the ellipse is converted to the corresponding latitude and longitude.
After 1-D brightness temperatures are computed at each grid point, they are averaged together and expressed
as an equivalent disk brightness temperature. The sampling grid size is chosen to be 0.5" for Saturn, since
nearly identical antenna temperatures were obtained in several trials using finer grid spacings.
The geometry of the A, B, and C rings and Cassini Division is fully accounted for in the Saturn model.
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Attenuationof Saturn'sflux bytheringcuspsandthermalemissionfromtheringansae are modeled using
ring "brightness" temperatures and optical depths. Because the thermal emission of the rings increases
appreciably with frequency in the millimeter/submillimter portion of the spectrum (Esposito et al. 1984),
a linear slope in frequency was fit to the brightness temperatures of the combined A and B rings measured
between 90 and 300 GHz by Epstein et al. (1984), Muhleman and Berge (1982), Dowling et al. (1987), Ulich
(1974), Grossman (1990), and Werner ctal. (1978). The slope was then used to extrapolate the brightness
temperatures dervied for the individual rings by Grossman (1990, p. 52) at 150 GHz to nearby frequencies.
The optical depth of the combined A+B+C rings is observed to be independent of wavelength from the
UV to a wavelength of 6 cm (Dowling et al. 1987'). While the optical depths of the individual rings is not
expected to be wavelength independent, not many values have been published for millimeter wavelengths.
We therefore ran models using optical depths given by Grossman (1990, p. 59) at 2.01 cm and 6.17' cm.
Optical depths at these two frequencies are similar for all rings except the A ring, where the 2.01 cm value
given by Grossman appears to be anomalously high. Models generated using the two sets of optical depths
gave similar results, with the 6.i7' cm values yielding whole disk brightness temperatures ~ 3 K warmer. In
subsequent modeling, we used the 5.17' cm ring optical depths given by Grossman, ignoring any frequency
dependence.
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Tables
TABLE I.: PUBLISHED VENUS BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES ABOVE 90 GHz.
Frequency (GHz)
142.9
150.0
178.6
230.0
230.0
300.0
TB (K)
300 -i- 21.0
294 4" 22.0
315 :t: 13.8
280
288 t
276 4- 14.0
Reference
Ulich1974
Ulich1981"
Rowan-Robinsonetal.1978
Clancyand Muhleman 1985
Clancyand Muhleman 1991"
Werner etal.1978"
*Used in the linear calibration fit
tprovidesthebestmodel fitto 1.3mm CO spectra;no uncertaintyquoted
TABLE II.:PUBLISHED SATURN
Frequency(GHz)
90.0
97.1
111.1
111.1
141.0
150.0
214.3
214.3
214.5
227.3
300.0
309.9
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES ABOVE 90 GHz.
TB (K)
149.3 4- 4.1
148.0 4- 11.0
156.0 4- 5.0
137.3 ::1:4.5
164.0 4- 12.0
137.0 4- 11.0
194.0 -4-21.0
188.0 4- 11.0
143.0 4" 17.0
140.0 4- 3.0
145.0 :t: 7.0
134.5± 3.2
HPBW
78I'
151'I
611
ca.611
1I0"
5211
65I'
7411
74II
41 I!
55"
1331'/49 '`
Reference
Ulich1981
Ulichetal.1973
Dowlingetal.1987
Grossman 1990
Ulich1974
Ulich1981
Ratheretal.1974
Courtinetal.1977
Courtinetal.1977"
Ulichetal.1984
Werner etal.1978
Hildebrandd al.1985t
*Rings modelled and removed
tRing inclination < 1.5"
TABLE III.: Cm SQUARED RESIDUALS FOR VARIOUS PHa FITS WITH I00 MBAR CUTOFF.
PHa M01e Fraction
(ppm) ....
1.5
2.0
2.8
3.0
3.2
4.0
5.0
Nolland Lsrson"
Line Depth FWHM
(K) (GHz)
44.5 7.50
46.2 8.80
47.4 10.7
47.6 11.2
47.7 11.6
48.1 13.2
48.2 14.9
46.0 10.9
X 2
(K")
2.58
1.62
1.13
1.11
1.13
1.45
2.10
1.38
"Ippm for 78 mbar < p < 400 mbar,7 ppm for p > 400 mbar
TABLE IV.: PHa MOLE FRACTIONS FOR VARIOUS TEMPERATURE BROADENING EXPONENTS.
PH3 Temperature
Broadening Exponent
0.50
0.60
Best-fit Mole
Fraction (ppm)
3.3
3.1
0.67 3.0
0.80 2.7
0.90 2.6
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TABLE V.: PUBLISHED SATURNIAN PH3 MOLE FRACTIONS" FROM INFRARED/MILLIMETER OBSERVATIONS.
Pressures
Probed (mbar)
400-700
400-700
500-1000
1000-3200
400-700
400-700
400-700
< I00
4000
1000-3200
> 400
I00-I000
Wavelengthof
Observation(pro)
10
10
3
5
10
10
10
100
5
5
5
1100
PH3 Mole
Fraction(ppm)
0.8_
> 0.2
0.9
1.6
> O.8
1.0
1.3"4-0.8
0 6+0.6
5.0_
3.0
7 0+3.o
• -2.0
3.0± 1.0
Instrument
CFWS
CGS
FTS
FTS
CGS
IRIS
IRIS
CGS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
Reference
Gillet and Forrest 1974
Bregman et al. 1975
Larson et aL 1980
Larson et al. 1980
Tokunaga et al. 1980, 1981
Hanel et al. 1981
Courtin et aL 1984
Haas ¢t al. 1985, 1986
Bdzard et al. 1987
Noll 1987
Noll and Larson 1990
this paper
"concentrations given relative to the hydrogen abundance have been converted
assuming an H2 mole fraction of 0.963
ttentativedetection
tthisbestcurrentvalue(Bdzard,pers.comm. 1994)isslightlyhigherthan
thepublished4.0ppm
CFWS: cooledfilter-wheelspectrometer,CGS: cooledgratingspectrometer,
FTS: Fouriertransformspectrometer,IRIS:Voyagerinfraredinterferometerspectrometer
(anFTS)
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1.: CSO zenith atmospheric transmission for 1 mm precipitable H20, generated using the program AT
(E. Grossman 1989). Deep absorptions are caused by tt20 and O_; the many small absorption features
are primarily due to O3, although a few O180 lines are Mso present.
Fig. 2: Responsivity of the CSO bolometer detector with the CSO's "1300 pm" wire-mesh filter. The
thin solid curve is the measured responsivity at full resolution; the thick solid curve is the responsivity
measured at lower resolution. At full resolution, interference ripples produced by multiple reflections
inside the Winston cone are quite prominent.
Fig. 3: Corrected antenna temperatures, in units of_, for (a) Saturn (with a total of 48 scans "on" source,
giving an "on" integration time of 35 minutes), (b) Venus (40 scans; 29 minutes), and (c) Jupiter (56
scans; 41 minutes). In Fig. 3a, the inset indicates the observing geometry for Saturn on July 11, 1993.
In Fig. 3b, the inset shows the ratio of the Venus spectrum to the Saturn spectrum near the CO line.
Fig. 4: Solid line: calibrated Saturn brightness temperature spectrum. Dashed line: Lorentzian best fit
with linear baseline. The region near 230 GHz has been blanked to suppress the narrow CO absorption
line observed in Venus (the calibration source), preventing it from appearing spuriously in the Saturn
spectrum. The central frequencies of several lines with rotational transitions in the passband are marked.
Fig. 5: Saturn models for stratospheric HCN (solid lines) and the same convolved to our 205 MHz instru-
mental resolution (dashed lines). Thin lines are 2 ppb ItCN; thick lines are 4 ppb HCN. PHa is taken to
have a mole fraction of 3.0 ppm.
Fig. 6: Model PHa central line cores for various atmospheric cutoff pressures. The line cores have been
convolved to our instrumental resolution of 205 MHz.
Fig. 7: Saturn models for various atmospheric cutoff pressures near and below the tropopanse. In the tropo-
sphere, the line depth increases as the cutoff pressure is moved to higher altitudes (cooler temperatures).
Fig. 8: Saturn spectrum calibrated in units of brightness temperature, with superimposed model predictions
for 1.5, 3.0, and 5.0 ppm PHs. The region immediately surrounding 230 GHz has been blanked to remove
the effects of the narrow CO line observed in Venus.
Fig. 9: Saturn weighting functions for (a) 210.9 GHz (Av = 10a), (b) 258.5 GHz (Au = 1.5a), (c) 261.3
GHz (Av = a), and (d) 264.1 GHz (Av = 0.Sa), where a is the Lorentzian HWHM and A_ is the
frequency offset from the PHs line center. The discontinuity evident in the PHs weighting function slope
at Pc -" 100 mbar results from our assumed PH3 cutoff level.
Fig. 10: Dotted line: data from Fig. 4. Solid line: model spectrum for the mixing ratio given by Noll and
Larson 1990 (1 ppm for 78 mbar 0 < p < 400 mbar, 7 ppm for p > 400 mbar). Dashed line: model
spectrum for a constant PH3 mixing ratio of 3.0 ppm for p > 100 mbar (central curve from Fig. 8).
Fig. 11: Adiabatically extrapolated pressure-temperature profile from Lindal (1992) used in the Saturn
atmospheric model.
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